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"Great Jobs for Everyone 50+ by AARP columnist Kerry Hannon is a must read for anyone mulling what kind of work will work for you in the next phase of your life."
—The Wall Street Journal

As the New Year gets underway and many use this as a time to consider a fresh start or the next stage of their career, Great Jobs for Everyone 50+: Finding Work that Keeps You Happy and Healthy... and Pays the Bills shows readers in the fifty-plus age bracket where the opportunities might be that suit their experience and expertise.

"While working longer is better for employees, it turns out it's also better for employers", says author Kerry Hannon. "Those I've interviewed say that they find that workers age 50 and older are more loyal and aren't as likely as younger workers to job jump. They are reliable and dependable. And that lower staff turnover benefits the bottom line."

Whether the reader has taken early retirement, has been made redundant, needs supplemental income, is seeking a job that they will love, or simply wants to stay engaged and make a difference, this revised edition of Great Jobs for Everyone 50+ contains brand-new material to enable the them to pitch their skills and find their ideal employment in today's job market.

In it, Hannon provides tips on areas such as revamping a résumé, networking, interviewing like a pro, building a social media platform to stand out in the crowd, how to avoid common job-seeking mistakes and much more.


"Is there work that’s really great? You bet," says Hannon. “But what constitutes greatness is up to you to interpret and define in context to your own life.”

Great Jobs for Everyone 50+ is available wherever books and ebooks are sold.
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